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Abstract
EUV lithography has seen rapid progress over the last 2 years. The first ASML NXE:3300
production tools have now been installed at the main chipmakers and can be tested for pilot
production. Most importantly, the rapid improvement in EUV source power has restored
credibility to the source roadmap and is a key enabler of the technology. Some important
improvements remain to be demonstrated, but overall the technology is now getting closer to
production.
Imec started work on EUV lithography in 2006, and from 2008 to 2011 was one of the 2 sites
that had an EUV alpha-demo tool operational. Subsequently, Imec was one of the first 2 sites to
install an ASML NXE:3100 EUV pre-production scanner, and in July of 2015 completed the
installation of the ASML NXE:3300 EUV production scanner. In this presentation we will review
the main progress that was made industry-wide over the last years, give current status of the
EUV resists, masks, and scanner, and conclude with the main challenges that still lie ahead
before EUV can become fully production worthy.
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Abstract
The internet of things (IoT) is the network of physical devices, vehicles, buildings and other
items embedded with electronics, software, sensors, actuators, and network connectivity that
enable these objects to collect and exchange data. In 2013 the Global Standards Initiative on
Internet of Things (IoT-GSI) defined the IoT as "the infrastructure of the information society."
The number of connected devices within the IoT semiconductor market was 17.7B in 2015 and
is projected to be 74.8B in 2025, with a CAGR of 15.5%. This huge IC unit growth will not only
drive silicon demand out of 300 mm- but also from 200 mm-factories, since a large variety of
analog & power devices as well as sensors are produced in such factories. In these markets,
European companies held a strong position and several of them are currently considering
increasing the capacity of their 200 mm factories. One efficient way to achieve this goal is by
exchanging older semiconductor manufacturing equipment by new state-of-the-art equipment
able to deliver a 2 to 3 times higher silicon output per square foot of factory floor, as compared
to tools built 15 to 20 years ago. During the presentation, we will explain using a comparative
CapEx/OpEx-model for lithography equipment why the equipment retrofit approach could help
to improve the competitiveness of European chip makers while minimizing CapEx investments.
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Abstract
Imprint lithography has been shown to be an effective technique for replication of nano-scale
features. Jet and Flash Imprint Lithography* (J-FIL*) involves the field-by-field deposition and
exposure of a low viscosity resist deposited by jetting technology onto the substrate. The
patterned mask is lowered into the fluid which then quickly flows into the relief patterns in the
mask by capillary action. Following this filling step, the resist is crosslinked under UV radiation,
and then the mask is removed, leaving a patterned resist on the substrate.
Previous studies have demonstrated J-FIL resolution better than 10nm, making the technology
suitable for the printing of several generations of critical memory levels with a single mask.
Additional considerations for inserting the technology into high volume manufacturing of
semiconductor devices include overlay, throughput, defectivity, and mask infrastructure. Canon
designs nanoimprint lithography tools by creating production infrastructure which includes
resist production, collaborations with mask vendors, and close collaborations with the end user.
This approach has resulted in the advancement of the technical requirements for high volume
manufacturing mentioned above.
In this presentation, we will review the technology advancements made and introduce the new
imprint systems that will be applied for the fabrication of advanced devices such as NAND
Flash memory and DRAM. Cost of Ownership and future plans will also be discussed.
*Jet and Flash Imprint Lithography and J-FIL are trademarks of Molecular Imprints, Inc.
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Abstract
The presentation shows a calculation model and conclusions with focus on the comparison of
low-throughput and high-throughput lithography clusters via an analysis of the Cost of
Ownership and applied data of the Overall Equipment Efficiency. Published documents up to
today are not sufficient to prove that a higher throughput at a single lithography cell
(consisting of linked Coater/Exposure/Developer) necessarily leads to an advantage of the
manufacturing effectiveness. If the required conditions are given the calculated COO will show
that it is efficient to operate with slower but with more cells.
The conditions will be shown as well as the metrics and the methodology to calculate the
needed cell throughput and the corresponding count of lithography cells. The model enables to
optimize the COO before the toolset will be bought. It will be possible because the COO and
OEE are calculated the first time from the whole toolset point of view. This allows to add and to
compare the influence of a new metric, the count of recipe changes. Known lithography
throughput analyses excluded this naturally existing parameter in the past because the
parameter is not visible if the throughput is calculated for a single lithography cell like usually
done and propagated.
Furthermore, the calculation model presents a flexible method to identify not only the key
drivers to run an efficient production but also easily to compare different scenarios. Two
examples are shown, with models evaluated with real data.
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Abstract
Thermal scanning probe lithography (t-SPL) [1] has recently entered the lithography market as
alternative to electron beam lithography (EBL). By 2016, the first commercial t-SPL systems,
called NanoFrazor®, have been installed at research facilities throughout Europe, America and
Asia by SwissLitho - a spinoff company from ETH Zurich.
The technology has its origins at IBM Research and their Millipede project. At its core is a
heatable probe tip which is used for creating and simultaneous inspection of nanostructures.
The tip creates high-resolution (<10 nm half-pitch) features by local decomposition and
evaporation of resist materials. The depth can be controlled for every pixel individually with
about 1 nm accuracy, enabling arbitrary 3D nanopatterns in a single run. The speed of t-SPL is
comparable to that of high-resolution Gaussian shaped EBL: 20 mm/s with a pixel rate of 500
kHz has been demonstrated [2]. The simultaneous inspection capability significantly improves
accuracy and reliability and enables process turnaround times of mere seconds, because no
resist development step is required. Furthermore, new stitching and overlay methods achieve
sub-5 nm accuracy without the use of artificial markers.
Various pattern transfer methods like reactive ion etching, lift-off, electroplating, directed selfassembly have been demonstrated: Parallel lines with 18.5 nm half-pitch were etched 65 nm
deep into Si, and various high resolution metal structures were fabricated using lift-off. The tSPL process avoids high-energy, charged particles like electrons or ions which are known to
damage or charge up certain materials while patterning which for delicate nanoelectronic
devices can result in superior device performance. For example, top gates for InAs nanowire
devices were made without trapped charge in the thin gate oxide under the electrodes.
[1] Pires, D. et al. Science 328, 732–735 (2010)
[2] Paul, P. C. et al. Nanotechnology 22, 275306 (2011)
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Abstract
Directed Self Assembly (DSA) lithography has been a very hot topic these last years. Its use in
various applications including contact repair, contact shrink and multiplication, line and space
patterning, has been heavily studied and tremendous progresses have been made. After a few
years of great (over?) excitement on DSA, we are now back to real world and work. While key
achievements have been demonstrated in pattern fidelity (i.e. CDU, Placement error…) many
challenges, such as defectivity, remain to be overcome before that DSA can become a viable
patterning solution. In this presentation, after an overview on the DSA state of the art we will
discuss the latest results and show that despite the remaining challenges, DSA is still a unique
and promising technology that will complement classical lithography.
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